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CSR continued to progress its sustainability 
agenda over the past year.

•	CSR’s safety record continued to improve on 
previous years – safety as measured by lost 
time injuries per million work hours improved 
by 23 per cent

•	  CSR’s recordable injuries (lost time; restricted 
work and medical treatment injuries) per million 
work hours improved by 18 per cent

•	  CSR conducted 8,192 toolbox talks across 
its sites

•	  CSR’s total greenhouse gas emissions were 
686,724 tonnes of Co2-e – a reduction of 
8 per cent on the previous year

•	  CSR consumed 1,017, 428 kilolitres of potable 
water – an increase of less than one per cent 
from the prior year

•	  CSR produced a total of 33,901 tonnes of 
solid waste in the year ended 30 June 2011 
– an increase of 8 per cent on the prior year

•	  CSR reinforced its commitment to sustainable 
building with the construction of its own 8 star 
energy efficient house in Sydney

•	  viridian launched Smartglass™, a range of affordable energy 
efficient glass that can help homes achieve up to an extra star 
rating in energy efficiency when compared to ordinary glass

•	  bradford is building on its long-held reputation in providing energy 
efficient solutions with the launch of bradford Solar

•	  CSR launched the CSR values Champions recognition scheme to 
recognise the outstanding performance of its people

•	  CSR and its employees donated $151,000 to a range of charitable 
organisations through its community support program

•	  CSR partnered with youth off The Streets in assisting to build a 
new Centre for youth at macquarie fields in western Sydney

csr’s lost 
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SuSTAiNAbiliTy AT A glANCE

^ only metered water data is included
# Solid waste does not include waste taken off-site for recycling/re-use 
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mESSAgE fRom THE CHAiRmAN of SH&E 
CommiTTEE ANd mANAgiNg diRECToR
Welcome to CSR’s sustainability report. 
We are pleased to continue to share 
our progress on working towards our 
sustainability agenda with our key 
stakeholders.

Since last year’s report, CSR has completed the landmark sale 
of our Sugar business, Sucrogen and also the sale of our Asian 
insulation business.

The major benefit of these transactions is that we are now a much 
more focused company on our core business – the manufacture of 
building products in Australia and New Zealand.

That focus extends to sustainability and the way we manage our 
business.

A sustainable business thinks beyond carbon emissions and 
environmental issues. At CSR that approach is embodied into 
our values which are at the very core of our operations. We seek 
to create value within our business, recognising our broader 
responsibilities to the communities in which we operate.

our approach to sustainability is to operate our businesses 
safely and ethically, use resources such as energy and water 
more economically and generate less waste. but our approach is 
also focused on creating better environments by manufacturing 
products and systems which contribute to more energy efficient 
and sustainable buildings and by ensuring we continue to 
operate as a good corporate citizen by earning the respect of the 
communities in which we operate.

A primary focus of our sustainability agenda remains on safety. 
We recognise that a safe working environment is absolutely 
fundamental to operating as a sustainable business.

Therefore, we are pleased to report that we have made significant 
progress since last year with a reduction in our lost Time injury 
frequency rate of 23 per cent.

We would like to acknowledge the significant effort from all our 
people in CSR for contributing to this improved result. However, we 
recognise we still have significant improvements to make to reach 
our goal of zero harm in our workplace.

The section on Workplace Health and Safety provides information 
on our continued progress towards that goal.
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over the past year, we continued our focus on product innovation 
with the launch of new products and systems which target 
improved energy efficiency in the built environment.

in viridian we have launched Smartglass™ – an affordable range 
of energy efficient glass which provides up to 39 per cent better 
insulation than ordinary glass.

meanwhile, bradford launched its bradford Solar range of 
photovoltaic panels.

We confirmed our commitment to sustainable building with the 
construction of our own 8 star energy efficient house in Sydney. 
This project aims to demonstrate how CSR’s systems can be used 
to deliver a more energy efficient house at an accessible price 
point for residential builders.

We are using the findings of this project to work with a range of 
stakeholders, from our customers to government departments 
and research institutions such as the CSiRo to further develop 
sustainable building practices.

This report also includes information on emissions, water use 
and waste production across our businesses.

As a more focused entity we have now set more specific targets 
for energy use and emissions in our businesses.

CSR is committed to reducing scope 1 and scope 2 greenhouse 
gas emissions through a reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent 
emitted per tonne of saleable product by 20 per cent by 2020 
using 2009/10 as the base year.

We are also committed to reducing the amount of energy 
consumed per tonne of saleable product by 20 per cent by 
2020 using 2009/10 as the base year.

over the coming years we will continue to monitor our progress 
against these targets.

CSR has continued to make progress on sustainability during the 
past year and we would like to acknowledge and thank colleagues 
across CSR for their contribution.

We trust you find this report informative and encourage you to 
provide feedback to us on how we can improve our sustainability 
reporting.

 
ray horsBurgh am roB sindel
Chairman, SH&E Committee managing director

mESSAgE fRom THE CHAiRmAN of SH&E CommiTTEE ANd mANAgiNg diRECToR (CoNTiNuEd)
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AbouT CSR

CSR is a leading building products company 
across Australia and New Zealand with an 
investment in a globally cost competitive 
aluminium smelter.

We are focused on building shareholder value by investing in and 
growing our businesses while operating in a sustainable manner 
across the company.

CSR is the name behind some of the market’s most trusted 
and recognised brand names in providing building products for 
residential and commercial construction.

our businesses include some of the industry’s most highly 
regarded brands such as gyprock™ plasterboard, Cemintel™ fibre 
cement, bradford™ insulation, pgH™ bricks and pavers, monier™ 
and Wunderlich™ rooftiles and viridian™ glass.

We manufacture and supply a wide range of building products, with 
a particular focus on energy efficiency and sustainability in the built 
environment. This range includes energy efficient viridian™ glass, 
bradford™ insulation and lightweight Hebel® concrete to make 
Australian buildings more energy efficient.

Through our innovation centre, we are also developing more 
innovative products and systems right across our portfolio targeting 
sustainable buildings of the future.

Through its 70 per cent shareholding in gove Aluminium finance 
limited, CSR holds an effective 25.2 per cent interest in the 
Tomago aluminium smelter, located in NSW. Tomago is a globally 
cost competitive smelter which produces around 528,000 tonnes 
of aluminium annually, some 25 per cent of Australia’s primary 
aluminium production.

CSR also generates additional earnings from its property division 
which focuses on maximising financial returns by developing 
surplus former manufacturing sites and industrial land for sale.

CSR employs nearly 4,000 people in Australia and New Zealand.

the maRket’S leading building pRoduCtS bRandS

total revenue 
By Business
AS AT 31 mARCH 2011

Building products 
revenue By division
AS AT 31 mARCH 2011

BUILDING PRODUCTS 
REVENUE BY DIVISION
AS AT 31 MARCH 2011 

55% LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEMS
25% VIRIDIAN
20% BRICKS AND ROOFING

TOTAL REVENUE 
BY BUSINESS
AS AT 31 MARCH 2011 

54% BUILDING PRODUCTS
18% VIRIDIAN
27% ALUMINIUM
1% PROPERTY
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AbouT THiS REpoRT

This report provides information on CSR’s 
sustainability record and also on the 
opportunities we are pursuing to make our 
business more sustainable both now and 
into the future.

SCope of thiS RepoRt

in previous sustainability reports, data for safety performance, 
waste production and water use referenced CSR’s financial year 
to 31 march, while emissions and energy data were reported for 
each year ended 30 June.

To make data comparison easier and to make the report more 
relevant for users, CSR has now aligned all data for the year 
ending 30 June.

Therefore, this report covers CSR’s activities (including safety 
performance, waste and water data) for the period 1 July 2010 
to 30 June 2011.

Emissions and energy data covers the same period, 1 July 2010 
to 30 June 2011 (consistent with the National greenhouse and 
Energy Reporting – (NgER) – scheme).

on 22 december 2010, CSR completed the sale of its Sugar and 
Renewable Energy business, Sucrogen, to Wilmar international. 
CSR also completed the sale of its Asian insulation business to 
Rockwool group.

This report therefore does not include data relating to the 
Sucrogen business or the Asian insulation business.

data for 1 July 2009 – 30 June 2010 has been re-stated to 
exclude the Sucrogen and Asian insulation businesses to allow 
for a more meaningful comparison.

data for water usage and waste produced by CSR’s businesses 
has been categorised into the three operating business units of 
the division:

•	  lightweight Systems’ major brands include bradford™ insulation, 
Hebel® panels, Edmonds™ ventilation, gyprock™ plasterboard 
Cemintel™ fibre cement and fricker™ ceiling systems.

•	  viridian™ includes the viridian glass business.

•	  bricks and Roofing’s major brands include pgH™ bricks and 
pavers, monier™ and Wunderlich™ rooftiles.

This report covers only activities in which CSR has a majority 
equity interest. for these activities CSR has reported 100 per cent 
of emissions.

This report does not include activities where CSR is not the 
majority shareholder. for example, the activities of Tomago 
Aluminium Company, in which CSR has an effective 25.2 per cent 
interest, through its 70 per cent shareholding in gove Aluminium 
finance limited, are not included in this report. data from these 
activities is reported directly by other entities.

All physical measurements in this report are in the metric system. 
All financial figures are in Australian dollars, unless stated 
otherwise.

in creating this report we continued to reference a wide range 
of material including:

•	  reviewing CSR’s activities and operations across each 
businesses to collect data on energy use and emissions and 
prepared an inventory of greenhouse gas emissions.

•	  continuing to reference the global Reporting initiative (gRi) 
g3.1 Sustainability Reporting guidelines, united Nations global 
Compact and federal government policy towards sustainability 
reporting in Australia; and

•	  reviewing best practice sustainability reports both in Australia 
and globally. We monitored and reviewed feedback from CSR’s 
previous sustainability reports and continued to gauge feedback 
from stakeholders including investors, corporate governance 
advisers, analysts, media and staff.
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govERNANCE ANd RiSk mANAgEmENT

CSR recognises that good corporate 
governance is fundamental to being a 
sustainable business.
our corporate governance is the system by which the company is 
directed and managed. it is the framework of rules, relationships, 
systems and processes which underpin CSR’s long established 
values and behaviours and the way we do business. it is also the 
framework within which the CSR board of directors is accountable 
to shareholders for the operations, profit performance and growth 
of the company and how the risks of the business are identified 
and managed.

The directors of CSR are committed to ensuring that the company 
maintains an effective system of corporate governance and that 
good corporate governance is an integral part of the culture and 
business practices of the CSR group.

code of business conduct and ethics

The CSR board has endorsed a Code of business Conduct and 
Ethics that formalises the longstanding obligation of all CSR people, 
including directors, to behave ethically, act within the law, avoid 
conflicts of interest and act honestly in all business activities.

CSR’s Code of business Conduct and Ethics reinforces the 
company’s commitment to giving proper regard to the interests 
of people and organisations dealing with the company. Each 
CSR person is required to respect and abide by the company’s 
obligations to employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers and 
the communities in which we operate.

in addition, the board has adopted specific policies in key areas, 
including trade practices; safety, health and the environment; 
fairness, respect and diversity in employment; capital investment; 
dealing with price sensitive and other confidential information; 
trading in CSR shares; privacy; indemnification of employees; 
and requirements for authorising and entering into business 
transactions on behalf of CSR.

CSR employees are required to sign a certificate of compliance 
each year signifying that they have read and complied with the 
Code of business Conduct and Ethics and are not aware of any 
beaches of that policy.

valueS

CSR’s values reflect the company’s commitment to sustainability. 
They have been developed to ensure CSR acts as a responsible 
corporate citizen for the benefit of all of stakeholders.

CSR valueS

The CSR values are communicated across the company through 
a variety of formal and informal channels.

over the past year, CSR introduced the CSR values Champions 
recognition scheme to further embed our values across the 
organisation.

This scheme recognises and rewards CSR people who have truly 
demonstrated the CSR values in making outstanding contributions 
to the company. This year, 165 nominations were received and 
three awards were selected in each category defined by the 
CSR values.

safety, health & environment (she)
We care for and protect each other,  
our business and our environment

working together
We respect one another and achieve  
more by working together across CSR

customers 
We listen to our customers to understand  
and meet their needs

innovation
We strive to develop new ideas and continuously 
improve the way we do business

results
Together we achieve positive and sustainable  
results for each other and our stakeholders
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govERNANCE ANd RiSk mANAgEmENT (CoNTiNuEd)

RiSk management

CSR has a sound system of risk oversight and management and 
internal control.

There are many risks in the markets in which CSR operates. 
A range of factors, some of which are beyond CSR’s control, can 
influence performance across CSR’s businesses. in many of these 
businesses, CSR constantly and deliberately assumes certain 
levels of risk in a calculated and controlled manner. CSR has in 
place limits and a range of policies and procedures to monitor 
the risk in its activities and these are periodically reviewed 
by the board. CSR’s Risk management policy, which sets out 
the framework for risk management, internal compliance and 
control systems.

There are several layers that assist the board in ensuring the 
appropriate focus is placed on the risk management framework.

The Risk & Audit Committee reviews and reports to the board 
in relation to the company’s financial reporting, internal control 
structure, risk management systems and the internal and external 
audit functions. The Risk & Audit Committee recommends to the 
board the appointment or dismissal of the internal auditor, who is 
independent of the external auditor.

The Safety, Health & Environment Committee reviews and reports 
to the board on the management of the company’s safety, health 
and environment liabilities and legal responsibilities; and the senior 
management team manages and reports to the board on business 
and financial risks and overall compliance.

Risk management is sponsored by the board, and is a top priority 
for senior managers, starting with the managing director.

it is the policy of the board that a majority of the members of 
each board committee be independent directors, that all Risk 
& Audit Committee members be independent directors and 
that the Remuneration & Human Resources Committee and 
the Safety, Health & Environment Committee be chaired by 
independent directors.
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WoRkplACE SAfETy, HEAlTH  
ANd ENviRoNmENT

WoRkplaCe health and Safety

highlightS

•	CSR’s safety record continued to improve on 
previous years – safety as measured by lost 
time injuries per million work hours improved 
by 23 per cent, with the reduction in the total 
number of lost time injuries being 25 per cent. 
This was driven by significant improvement 
in insulation (46%) and lightweight Systems 
(18%)

•	The number of recordable injuries (lost 
time; restricted work and medical treatment 
injuries) per million work hours reduced 
by 18 per cent, with the reduction in the 
total number of recordable injuries being 
20 per cent. This was driven by significant 
improvement in viridian glass processing & 
Services (14%); lightweight Systems (14%); 
bricks and Roofing (13%); insulation (10%)

•	The lost time injury severity rate (shifts lost 
per million work hours) has improved by 
35 per cent

•	There were no fatalities at CSR during the 
year – the last fatality at CSR was in 2002

csr lost time 
injury rate 
has improved

23%
csr 
recordaBle 
injury rate 
has improved

18%
csr lost 
time injury 
severity rate 
has improved

35%

6.06

7.84

11.39

7.34

4.662011

2010

2009

2008

2007

LOST TIME INJURY FREQUENCY RATE
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS)

TOTAL RECORDABLE INJURY FREQUENCY RATE
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS) 

27.42

41.63

41.28

23.87

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

33.41

CSR places the same emphasis and importance on managing SH&E as any 
other business imperative. it is part of our Safety, Health and Environment 
value – we care for and protect each other, our business and our environment.
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WoRkplACE SAfETy, HEAlTH ANd ENviRoNmENT (CoNTiNuEd)

managing Safety – WoRkplaCe health & Safety 
and enviRonment (WhSe)

While CSR’s safety record continues to improve year on year, 
there is considerable work still required to achieve our ambition 
of zero harm across all our operations. CSR management is 
held accountable for safety performance and all employees are 
expected to take personal responsibility and be involved in setting 
and complying with our standards and instigating improvement 
initiatives.

CSR will continue the drive to achieve zero harm across all of our 
operating sites and work locations by:

•	  complying with the laws, regulations and CSR operational policies 
and standards;

•	  establishing measurable WHSE objectives and targets, recognise 
and celebrate their achievement;

•	  identifying, assessing and controlling hazards and impacts, and 
eliminate or reduce the risk to an acceptable level;

•	  informing employees, contractors, visitors and the public of these 
hazards and impacts that may cause potential harm to them; our 
business and/or our environment;

•	  identifying, implementing, monitoring and reinforcing the safe 
behaviours we expect in our business to eliminate unsafe acts and 
practices;

•	  providing appropriate workplace health, safety and environmental 
training to employees and contractors;

•	  investigating incidents and sharing the learnings with applicable 
stakeholders to prevent re-occurrences; and

•	  consulting and communicating with employees and contractors 
to continually improve the workplace health, safety and 
environmental performance in our workplaces.

The CSR WHSE System provides the framework for management 
of workplace health and safety and environment at CSR, by clearly 
setting out the standards we require our people to meet. managers 
and supervisors are required to provide leadership in relation to 
WHS by:

•	  effectively implementing the requirements of the standards;

•	  developing and sustaining a strong culture of working safely and 
continuous improvement;

•	  setting stretch improvement goals; and

•	  allocating sufficient resources to achieve the goals.

There are three primary drivers behind CSR’s WHS management 
System:

1.  protect the health and safety of people by providing a safe place 
of work and safe systems of work;

 2.  operate within the law; and

 3.  ensure people know their WHS responsibilities and how they are 
to be met.

A suite of leading indicators are tracked on a monthly basis at 
all levels of the business to continually review and focus on this 
implementation. These include:

•	  number of monthly meetings conducted (actual v planned) – 
communication/consultation;

•	  number of toolbox sessions undertaken (actual v planned);

•	  safety walks conducted in the workplace (actual v planned);

•	  task observations (review of tasks in line with work instructions);

•	  workplace inspections (actual v planned);

•	  tracking of hazards reported and closed out; and

•	  tracking of corrective actions from incidents.

Safety performance is one of the key criteria in determining short 
term incentives of management across business units. managers 
are responsible for leading safety in the workplace and actively 
demonstrating commitment as safety role models, by undertaking 
a series of activities on a regular basis.

toolBoX talKs 
conducted

8,192
worK 
instruction 
interviews

5,420

safety 
meetings 
conducted

805
worKplace 
inspections 
conducted

3,309

safety walKs 
conducted

7,832

foR the yeaR ending 30 June 2011, CSR ConduCted  
the folloWing:
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the five SeCtionS of the CSR WhSe management SyStem

1. CommiTmENT ANd poliCy

our WHSE policy Commitments demonstrate our commitment 
to improving the workplace, health, safety and environmental 
performance at CSR.

2. plANNiNg

To ensure that it is effective, the planning process at each level of 
the business takes into consideration:

•	  identification, access and communication of legal and company 
requirements; and

•	  setting challenging improvement targets and objectives, 
developing and maintaining WHSE improvement plans with clearly 
defined actions, allocation of responsibilities and completion 
dates.

plans are developed annually in line with the five year strategy 
of the business, including agreed objectives and targets. These 
objectives and targets are reviewed quarterly and tracked in 
monthly reports.

3. implEmENTATioN

Effective implementation will ensure that health, safety, and 
environment focus is maintained on critical activities ensuring:

•	  responsibilities and accountabilities are in place and understood 
at each level of the business, in line with our WHSE policy 
commitments;

•	  our people are training to complete the tasks associated with their 
jobs competently;

•	  effective communication and consultation mechanisms are in 
place;

•	  reporting of business activities is in place, including the tracking of 
key indicators and initiatives;

•	  effective identification, assessment and control of workplace 
health, safety and environmental hazards and their associated 
risk;

•	  control of documentation to maintain its relevance and regular 
review; and

•	  emergency situations are identified and controlled appropriately.

MECHANISM OF INJURY
AS AT 30 JUNE 2011 

4%  FALL
28%  MANUAL HANDLING
1%  REPETiTIVE MOVEMENT
5%  SLIP
20%  STRUCK AGAINST
20%  STRUCK BY
2%  TRIP
1%  VEHICLE
6%  WORK ENVIRONMENT
8%  UNKNOWN

1%  ERGONOMICS
4%  EXPOSURE TO RADIATION/SUBSTANCE
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NATURE OF INJURY
AS AT 30 JUNE 2011 

5%  BRUISES
21%  ABRASIONS

4%  CRUSH
5%  FOREIGN BODY
1%  FRACTURE
1%  HERNIA
23%  LACERATION
1%  SKIN RASH
28%  SPRAIN/STRAIN
8%  NOT SPECIFIED

3%  BURNS
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WoRkplACE SAfETy, HEAlTH ANd ENviRoNmENT (CoNTiNuEd)
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4. moNiToR ANd mEASuRE

by measuring, monitoring and evaluating WHSE performance, 
business units are able to take preventative or corrective action to 
improve performance, including:

•	  health assessment and management of appropriate records. 
CSR is increasingly focusing on the fitness and wellbeing of its 
workforce. As part of this commitment, CSR provided financial 
incentives for its people to participate in the global Corporate 
Challenge – the world’s largest corporate health and wellbeing 
initiative that combines exercise, fun and virtual interactive 
experiences. in 2011, CSR entered 100 teams in the challenge 
representing 714 employees across the company for the second 
consecutive year. CSR employees completed a distance of 
621,000 kms – an increase of 20 per cent on the prior year.

•	  auditing of our systems and tracking of actions to address non 
compliances identified. External auditors inspect CSR operations 
on a cyclical basis to ensure compliance with the WHSE 
Standards, to identify any systemic deficiencies and compliance 
issues, with 41 site based audits conducted in the year to 30 June 
2011. Recommendations from these audits are reviewed, actions 
developed, assigned to applicable personnel; time framed and 
monitored to completion.

•	  injury/incident reporting, recording , investigation and corrective 
actions – to find out what caused the incident and provide an 
insight to what trends are commonly occurring and need to be 
addressed.

by collecting and reviewing this data our safety teams are 
concentrating on developing initiatives to eliminate these 
and other causes.

5. mANAgEmENT REviEW

All parts of CSR are required to undertake regular reviews of 
performance to improve the WHSE management system as part 
of continuously improving WHSE performance.

CSR constantly reviews its health and safety performance to 
ensure it continues to improve across the business, including 
performance against leading and lagging indicators., Additional 
reviews of management System audit outcomes to ensure 
compliance standards are maintained.

CSR’s safety performance is afforded the highest priority 
through formal reporting to the board Safety, Health & Environment 
Committee. 

it is the policy of the board that a majority of the members of 
this Committee be independent directors, and that the Committee 
be chaired by an independent director. The Committee receives 
regular reports from management and regularly visits and 
inspects sites.

The Committee reviews the adequacy of management systems 
and performance, ensures that appropriate improvement targets 
and benchmarks are in operation and monitors potential liabilities, 
changes in legislation, community expectations, research findings 
and technological changes. performance is measured in line with 
both lead and lag indicators and monthly data is then consolidated 
quarterly to form the basis of reporting to the board SH&E 
Committee. Remedial actions are instigated to ensure targets are 
kept on track if performance to target falls below the expected 
requirement. This ensures we continually improve our processes 
and systems.

monthly reviews of business performance are conducted, with 
actual performance measured against the agreed annual targets. 
Reports are reviewed monthly by the senior leadership team of 
the business, as well as by the divisional, business unit and site 
leadership teams.

BODY LOCATION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2011 

3%  ANKLE

1%  UPPER BACK
1%  CHEST
2%  ELBOW
6%  EYE
3%  FACE
2%  FEET
20%  FINGERS
1%  GROIN

6%  ARMS
10%  LOWER BACK

1%  TRUNK
3%  WRIST
4%  NOT SPECIFIED

14%  HANDS
5%  HEAD
6%  KNEE
4% LEGS  

1%  NECK
1%  MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

6%  SHOULDERS
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WoRkplACE SAfETy, HEAlTH  
ANd ENviRoNmENT

enviRonment

We are continuing to make investments to ensure our businesses 
remain compliant with their operating licences and reduce their 
impact on neighbouring communities.

CSR has an active program to reduce its impact on the 
environment which is overseen by the board and the Safety, 
Health & Environment Committee. Each business in CSR is 
committed to a plan which commits site management to:

•	  Comply with government environmental regulations;

•	  identify and address key environmental risks;

•	  improve environmental awareness of employees and contractors; 
and

•	  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use of resources.

To reduce our environmental footprint, CSR has established 
2020 targets to help drive energy efficiency improvements 
and a reduction in greenhouse gases, namely:

1.  To reduce the amount of energy consumed per tonne of 
saleable product by 20% by 2020; and

2.  To reduce our Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions 
in carbon dioxide equivalent (Co2-e) emitted per tonne of 
saleable product by 20% by 2020.

in addition, CSR measures key performance indicators for:

•	  Energy consumption;

•	  greenhouse gas (Co2-e) emissions;

•	  Waste generation; and

•	  Water generation.

At CSR, our policy is to act responsibly, ensuring that our people follow 
appropriate procedures to minimise the company’s impact on the environment, 
and where possible contribute to its improvement.

Each CSR business sets goals to reduce their indicators over time 
and these are regularly reviewed by senior management and the 
Safety, Health & Environment board Committee.

We continue to comply with the requirements of the various 
regulatory programs and jurisdictions where we operate. We remain 
committed to providing transparent and accurate reporting on how 
our operating activities impact the environment.

We provide information through a number of channels:

•	  Annual reporting as part of site licensing activities;

•	  Emissions data to the National pollutant inventory;

•	  Reports to various state government departments’ programs on 
energy and water savings; and

•	  Continuing our voluntary participation in the Carbon disclosure 
project.

CSR also continues its involvement with the federal government’s 
National greenhouse and Energy Reporting scheme and the Energy 
Efficiency opportunities program.
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WoRkplACE SAfETy, HEAlTH ANd ENviRoNmENT (CoNTiNuEd)

enviRonmental inCidentS

CSR’s goal remains zero environmental incidents.

We report environmental incidents based on five levels of 
breaches of compliance with regulatory and CSR requirements.

level 1 – minor

level 2 – Significant

level 3 – Serious

level 4 – Severe

level 5 – Extreme/catastrophic.

for the year ending 30 June 2011, CSR incurred 71 
environmental incidents (compared to 67 incidents in the 
previous year). They were categorised as follows:

level 1 – 62

level 2 – 9

There were no level 3, 4 or 5 incidents.

during the year, CSR updated its Environmental management 
System which forms the basis for management processes and 
their implementation throughout the CSR business.

They reflect the structure adopted by Australian/New Zealand 
and international standards for environmental management 
and incorporate the continuous improvement cycle advocated 
by these standards.

There are three primary drivers behind the establishment and 
implementation of CSR’s Environmental management System;

1. protect the environment.

(a) environmental impacts are avoided or minimised; and

(b)  a structured approach is provided to manage environmental 
issues, ensuring they are well understood and mitigated 
effectively

2. operate within the law and meet corporate objectives.

To be clear about the legislative requirements in the jurisdictions 
in which it operates, CSR has arranged for all Acts, Regulations, 
Codes of practice, Standards and guidance notes and publications 
to be reviewed and the requirements imposed by governments and 
regulators to be drawn together and summarised in over 140 issue 
based guides. CSR corporate objectives provide direction and 
intent of the Company. if corporate objectives are set, they must 
be met by all sites.

3.  ensure csr people know their responsibilities and how 
they are to be met.

To establish confidence that CSR people have implemented and/
or are working to specified requirements, CSR conducts internal 
and external audits of CSR operations/sites. External audits are 
independent and undertaken on a rolling three year cycle. internal 
audits are undertaken by CSR staff (in general) and specifically to 
examine compliance with legal responsibilities.
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ouR pEoplE

CSR recognises that a sustainable 
workplace is one that is both safe and 
rewarding for our employees. The efforts 
and dedication of our people are key to 
CSR’s success and we continue to strive 
towards creating a working environment 
which is consistent with our core values in 
helping our employees achieve their goals.

As at 30 June 2011, CSR had 3,737 full time equivalent (fTE) 
employees across its operations in Australia and New Zealand and 
a small facility in malaysia. This total (excluding the Asian insulation 
business which was sold in december 2010) has reduced by 
3 per cent from the previous year, in line with the deterioration 
in construction markets which has resulted in less demand for 
building products.

The average length of service for CSR employees is 9.3 years, 
slightly higher than the prior year. Employee turnover was 13 per 
cent – compared to 11 per cent the previous year.

peRfoRmanCe dRiven RemuneRation aligned 
With ShaReholdeR inteReStS

CSR’s remuneration framework is based on the following principles:

performance 
driven 

Remuneration should reward executives based 
on annual performance against business plans 
and longer term shareholder returns.

A significant proportion of executive 
remuneration should be ‘at risk’ and 
performance dependent.

performance measurement is mainly focused 
at the organisational level which best reflects 
the role’s influence.

Alignment with 
shareholder 
interests

incentive plans and performance measures 
are aligned with CSR’s short and long term 
success.

ownership of CSR shares is encouraged 
through the use of equity as the vehicle for the 
long Term incentive (lTi) plan and the ability 
to forgo part of fixed remuneration to acquire 
shares.

market 
competitive 
remuneration

Remuneration, including those elements which 
can be earned subject to performance, is set 
at competitive levels that will attract, motivate 
and retain high quality executives.

We encourage our people to own a stake in CSR to align their 
interest with those of our shareholders. The Employee Share 
Acquisition plan (ESAp) allows employees to forgo up to $5,000 of 
their cash remuneration to acquire shares in the company.

under the universal Share ownership plan (uSop), eligible staff 
can buy shares which are then matched one-for-one by the 
company at no additional cost up to a maximum value of $1000. 
in total, 53 per cent of employees own shares in CSR.

CSR launched an annual CSR values Champions recognition 
scheme where employees can be nominated for a CSR award and 
attend a celebration for outstanding performance in each of the 
five CSR values. in addition, the CSR Recognition Awards provide 
local celebration of achievements made by our people.
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diveRSity

CSR aims to attract a diverse workforce which reflects the 
communities in which we operate.

We remain committed to respecting the various differences which 
exist among our people, while also recognising the benefits which 
come from a diverse workforce.

CSR’s policy on fairness, Respect and diversity of Employment 
guides our people on the importance of maintaining a work 
environment that is inclusive and offers opportunities to all people 
based on merit.

in light of the amendments to the ASX CgC’s Corporate 
governance principles and Recommendations, the board is 
currently considering suitable diversity targets to work towards 
achieving greater diversity at CSR at all levels of the workforce and 
the board. The objectives will be adopted by the board and will then 
be assessed by the board on an annual basis.

during the year CSR’s female participation rate was 14 per cent. 
We recognise that while this is a low proportion, it is consistent 
with the industry sectors in which CSR operates.

engagement, leadeRShip and development

At CSR we maintain a commitment to our employees to ensure a 
safe and rewarding workplace and one which also encourages their 
personal development.

This commitment has been reinforced with project blueprint, our 
improvement process to drive our culture for our people and their 
customers.

our leaders are given feedback on their leadership impact and 
how the culture is improving. This is an important aspect in how 
we develop our leadership and has been built into other staff 
development initiatives.

in the past year, our development activities increasingly focused on 
leadership development in the business. project Climb (Coaching 
and leadership in my business) was launched across CSR to 
engage leaders at all levels in foundations of leadership modules. 
in total, seven modules and approximately 350 employees are 
engaged in this program across Australia and New Zealand.

We continue to run two day workshop around the lifestyles 
inventory (lSi) tool aimed at strengthening leadership capability. 
A further 250 managers attended this workshop and have worked 
with or are working with a leadership coach.

CSR has also partnered with melbourne business School – mt Eliza 
to develop the CSR leaders and Emerging leaders program which 
provides an intensive leadership and development program to high 
potential employees within CSR.

ouR pEoplE (CoNTiNuEd)
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ENviRoNmENT – ENERgy

CSR seeks to minimise the impact of 
greenhouse gas emissions by improving 
energy efficiency across its network of 
manufacturing facilities in Australia and 
New Zealand.

eneRgy

for the period 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011, 
total greenhouse gas emissions from CSR’s 
majority owned businesses were 686,724 
tonnes of Co2-e – a reduction of 8 per cent 
on the previous year.

The reduction reflected deteriorating market 
conditions in construction markets and CSR’s 

associated reduced levels of production to align production with 
demand.

However, the reduction also reflects CSR’s continued focus on 
introducing initiatives to reduce energy consumption and gHg 
emissions across its various manufacturing facilities.

Scope 1 (direct) tonnes of Co2-e in Australia for the period were 
382,248 tonnes, a reduction of 12 per cent on the prior year. for 
the same period, the Scope 1 (direct) greenhouse gas emissions 
of CSR’s majority-owned businesses operating outside Australia 
were 12,150 – up from 8,896 tonnes last year.

direct or Scope 1 emissions are emitted from sources within the 
plant or factory boundary.

Scope 2 (indirect) tonnes of Co2-e emitted in Australia were 
288,239 tonnes – a reduction of 2 per cent.

for the same period, the Scope 2 (indirect) greenhouse gas 
emissions of CSR’s majority-owned businesses operating outside 
Australia was 4,087 tonnes compared to 4,069 tonnes in the 
prior year.

indirect or Scope 2 emissions are associated with the consumption 
of imported electricity, heat or steam.

CSR engaged Ernst & young to provide limited assurance over 
CSR building product’s total gross Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse 
gas emissions reported above.

Ernst & young have concluded in their report that nothing came to 
their attention that would cause Ernst & young to believe that the 
reported emissions, energy production and energy consumption 
are not prepared in accordance with section 19 of the National 
greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NgER) Act in material respects. 
A copy of the assurance statement is available to download in the 
limited Assurance Report.

CSR also discloses its greenhouse gas emissions to the Carbon 
disclosure project, which also requires CSR to report on the 
management of risks and opportunities of climate change impact 
our businesses.

^ data excludes contractor emissions

SCOPE 1 DIRECT EMISSIONS^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES OF CO2-e)

2011

2010 435,759

382,248

Outside Australia
2011

2010 8,896

12,150

Australia

0 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000

2011
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288,239

SCOPE 2 INDIRECT EMISSIONS^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES OF CO2-e)

2011

2010 4,069

4,087
Outside Australia

Australia

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

greenhouse 
gas emissions 
reduced

8%
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eneRgy effiCienCy oppoRtunitieS

CSR continues to be a participant in the federal government’s 
Energy Efficiency opportunities program and is required to report 
on assessments undertaken under the program. in CSR’s case, 
one assessment was undertaken within the 2010-2011 reporting 
period. CSR’s Energy Efficient opportunities public report template 
can be found at the back of this document.

CSR continues to identify further abatement opportunities focused 
primarily on energy efficiency opportunities.

oxley bRiCk plant foCuSeS 
on eneRgy ReduCing 
SolutionS

At CSR’s oxley brick plant, a 
new project was implemented to 
increase the core size of bricks 
manufactured at the facility by 
around 7 per cent. by increasing 
the core size, less clay is used 
and corresponding less energy 
is consumed. The bricks are also 
lighter to use and to transport as 
a result.

The oxley facility has achieved 
considerable energy savings as 
a result of the project with other 
CSR brick facilities now adopting 
a similar approach to production.

viRidian ReduCeS eneRgy uSe

viridian’s glass facility at ingleburn in NSW implemented a project 
to reduce the volume of atmosphere (hydrogen and nitrogen) used 
in the bath operation in the manufacture of glass. viridian was able 
to reduce atmosphere consumption by 24 per cent by improved 
sealing techniques.

viridian has implemented a project to optimise energy consumption 
of the furnace at the ingleburn factory without compromising the 
quality of the glass produced at the facility. by improving furnace 
sealing to reduce the amount of cold air ingress and by optimising 
combustion conditions, viridian has achieved a reduction in 
thermal efficiency of around 5 per cent over a one year period.

ENviRoNmENT – ENERgy (CoNTiNuEd)
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ENviRoNmENT – WATER

CSR recognises the requirement to use 
water efficiently. our storm water and 
groundwater management, together with 
the treatment and disposal of water used 
at our manufacturing facilities are central to 
our on-site environmental plans.

WateR

CSR consumed 1,017,428 kilolitres of 
potable water during the year ended 30 June 
2011 – an increase of less than one per cent 
from the prior year.

The bulk of water consumption continues to 
be in the lightweight Systems division which 
comprised 69 per cent of the total.

bricks and Roofing accounted for 10 per cent and viridian comprised 
21 per cent.

The increase in water consumption in the lightweight Systems 
division in Australia is in part explained by the expanded plasterboard 
facility at yarraville which was commissioned during the period. 
production capacity has increased at this facility with an associated 
increase in water consumption. This increase was offset by a 
decrease in water consumption by lightweight System’s activities 
outside Australia.

CSR businesses have continued to implement water saving 
measures across manufacturing sites to reduce consumption.

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEMS
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2011

2010

0 240010 480020 720030 960040

693,376

704,823

VIRIDIAN 
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2011

2010

0 240010 480020 720030 960040

233,178

209,243

BRICKS AND ROOFING
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2011

2010

0.000000 239999.977112479999.954224719999.931335959999.9084471199999.885559

99,834

103,362

WateR ConSumed by buSineSS

^ only metered water data is included

TOTAL WATER CONSUMED^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2011

2010

0 240010 480020 720030 960040

1,016,388

1,017,428

daRRa Rooftile Site SaveS WateR

The concrete rooftile site at darra, 
in Queensland, continued to 
benefit from the recently installed 
process water control system and 
site water catchment system.

The moisture measurement 
system allows correct metering of 
water into the concrete mix. This 
electronic process control of water 
addition not only improves quality 
of the tile but ensures excess 
water is not added to the process. 
Excess water was consumed in the 

previous manual system – this waste has now been eliminated.

The stormwater retention system not only traps sediment on site, 
but allows the factory to draw on the vast stormwater supply now 
captured in tanks under the tile storage yard.

These improvements, in addition to the recycling of washdown 
water introduced in the recently commissioned water based 
coating project, makes the darra site significantly more economical 
on water usage.

csr water 
consumption 
increased By 
less than

1%
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ENviRoNmENT – WASTE

our key priorities continue to be protecting 
the environment and mitigating the impacts 
of our operations on the environments where 
we operate.

WaSte

CSR produced a total of 33,901 tonnes of 
solid waste in the year ended 30 June 2011 
– an increase of 8 per cent on the prior year.

The majority of waste is produced from 
lightweight Systems, 61 per cent; 12 per 
cent by bricks and Roofing and 26 per cent 
by viridian.

The increase in waste in bricks and Roofing was due mostly to a 
programme to rationalise inventory at the New lynn site in Auckland 
which resulted in a material increase in waste being sent to landfill.

The increase in lightweight Systems was due in part by the 
production of higher density autoclaved aerated concrete blocks 
at the malaysia facility which resulted in higher waste production.

bRadfoRd ReduCeS WaSte

in 2006 the rockwool site at 
Clayton, victoria, commissioned 
a briquetting plant which converts 
line scrap into briquettes which 
are subsequently reintroduced 
into the process and converted 
into saleable product. in late 
2010, spinner shot waste was 
also collected and converted 
into briquettes. more recently, 
a culletting system was 
commissioned that collects 
diversion loss from the furnace 

and allows for its use in the conversion to briquettes. The three 
major waste streams in the rockwool process are now collected 
and recycled back into the process, significantly reducing the 
volume of material sent offsite to landfill. This process has diverted 
over 1,100 tonnes each year from land fill.

csr total 
solid waste 
increased

8%

WateR ConSumed by buSineSS

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEMS 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

2011

2010

0.000000 9999.999023 19999.99804729999.99707039999.99609449999.995117

19,780

20,847

VIRIDIAN
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

2011

2010

0.000000 9999.999046 19999.99809329999.99713939999.99618549999.995232

8,530

8,976

BRICKS AND ROOFING
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

2011

2010

0.000000 9999.999023 19999.99804729999.99707039999.99609449999.995117

3,206

4,078

^ Solid waste does not include waste taken off-site for recycling/re-use 

TOTAL SOLID WASTE PRODUCED^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

2011

2010

0.000000 9999.999023 19999.99804729999.99707039999.99609449999.995117

31,516

33,901
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CommuNiTy

CSR is committed to respecting the rights 
of the communities where we conduct our 
operations, while managing our business 
to take account of the environmental and 
social impacts our operations may have in 
these areas.
ouR Commitment

We continue to partner with a number of 
organisations in line with our commitment to 
operate in a sustainable manner to gain the 
confidence of the communities in which we 
operate.

A core component of our community 
involvement is the CSR Community Support 

program, under which CSR matches employee contributions dollar 
for dollar to a range of charitable organisations.

CSR launched the Community Support program eight years 
ago and during that time CSR and its employees have donated 
$2.3 million to charity.

in the year to 30 June 2011, CSR and its employees donated 
$151,000 to a range of charitable organisations.

This year in line with our more focused structure following the 
sale of the Sucrogen business, CSR streamlined the program 
to enhance its effectiveness.

The following three charities are now members of CSR’s 
Community Support program.

the salvation army is a national charity, offering caring 
support for every problem “from the cradle to the grave.” Their 
services are as wide-ranging and diverse as the areas of need 
in the community. They offer services to aged care, crisis 
accommodation, suicide prevention, youth and families at risk, 
telephone counselling to name just a few.

youth off the streets is a youth-specific charity, assisting 
young people dealing with issues of substance and other abuse, 
alienation from family and community and homelessness. youth 
off The Streets offers a continuum of care from assistance on 
the streets; crisis and short term accommodation to long term 
residential care, treatment and secondary schooling.

assistance dogs australia is a national charity which trains 
labradors and golden Retrievers to help people with physical 
disabilities. They currently have over 90 dogs around Australia, 
with over 50 dogs currently in training. The charity requires 
significant funding to achieve its goal of placing at least 30 dogs 
per year with recipients.

CSR continues to address housing affordability, recognising that 
the lack of affordable housing is a major issue in Australia and 
New Zealand. As a result, CSR also supports two charities outside 
of the above program; Habitat for Humanity and Compass Housing 
Services, by offering building products to create more affordable 
housing.

WoRking in the Community

CSR works with a range of organisations to support local 
communities. We encourage and facilitate opportunities for our 
employees to become involved in assisting these organisations.

As part of these initiatives, gyprock provided plasterboard to 
enable community based welfare organisation, fusion Western 
Sydney, to build new facilities.

Bradford has successfully partnered with macarthur disability 
Services (mdS) and has employed two mdS transition to work 
clients at its facility at ingleburn in south west Sydney.

As part of the partnership, bradford also contracted mdS’s 
Combined property Services arm to maintain its grounds.

CSR works with the Australian business Community Network 
(AbCN), a partnership of highly committed national business 
leaders and companies working on mentoring and coaching 
programs in schools in high needs areas.

With the assistance of CSR mentors, reading programs were 
launched at a number of schools close to CSR’s operating 
manufacturing facilities in victoria and Queensland. CSR volunteers 
partner with the school students weekly for one or two terms to 
offer one on one reading and support at school.

in NSW, CSR is hosting site visits and career choice days for 
school students from a range of high schools.

Within its property division, CSR has made a commitment to 
ensuring that the best standards of animal welfare and ecological 
protection were applied in the development of its brendale and 
Narangba development sites.

over eight 
years, csr and 
employees 
have donated

$2.3m
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CommuNiTy (CoNTiNuEd)

As part of its Ecological offset Contribution, CSR directed funds 
towards koala disease research projects being conducted by 
research groups at the university of Queensland and Queensland 
university of Technology.

CSR supports the Asbestos diseases Research institute’s tissue 
biobank study. The building of a comprehensive nationwide 
tissue biobank of considerable size incorporating serum, plasma, 
dNA, RNA and tumour tissue will permit the construction of a 
comprehensive catalogue of genomic abnormalities associated 
with mesothelioma in both tumour and control tissue, which will 
help researchers better understand the biology of the disease in 
an effort to try and achieve better clinical outcomes. information 
on the tissue bank (which will be very high quality and quite rare) 
will be made available to the international research community.

The resources needed to establish the tissue bank are 
considerable and include the initial equipment, as well as access 
to trained nursing staff on site around the country to be ready to 
collect samples from mesothelioma sufferers.

ReSponding to Qld and ChRiStChuRCh 
natuRal diSaSteRS

given the catastrophic destruction of the Queensland floods and 
earthquake in Christchurch in early 2011, CSR moved immediately 
to help these local communities where possible.

We initiated our employee matching donation program where 
nearly $100,000 was donated to victims of these natural disasters.

Additionally in Queensland, where CSR has a greater number of 
manufacturing facilities, we have worked with the Rotary Club in 
supplying materials at discounted rates to help the Rotary Club 
provide over 200 homes with plasterboard for those without 
insurance or government support.

gyprock also established a special rate for bona-fide residents 
affected by the floods so they could purchase discounted 
product directly.

CSR paRtneRS With youth off the StReetS

CSR was a principal partner with 
youth off The Streets in assisting 
to build a new Centre for youth 
at macquarie fields in western 
Sydney.

CSR provided a significant amount 
of technical building expertise 
and building products such as 
gyprock plasterboard, bradford 
insulation, Cemintel fibre cement, 
viridian glass, fricker ceiling 
tiles, Alutri panels, Edmonds 
ventilation and Rondo stud and 

track to help realise fr Chris Riley’s ambition of building a centre 
for disadvantaged youth.

The $7.2 million Centre for youth will be home to a fully registered 
and accredited independent high school providing state of the 
art classrooms and learning areas for EdEN College. The centre 
will provide the community with recreation areas, multipurpose 
indoor and outdoor courts, a community garden and nursery and 
a recording studio with rehearsal room. it will be a base for the 
organisation’s Aboriginal and Community Engagement services for 
South Western Sydney, and also provide a range of volunteering 
opportunities and access to a Service learning program.

founder and CEo of youth off The Streets, father Chris Riley, 
believes that the Centre and the activities it provides will set an 
Australian benchmark for excellence in the provision of youth and 
community services.

“i believe that in time, the strength of community spirit and support 
for young people here in macquarie fields will set an example for 
communities Australia-wide, and we feel privileged to have received 
so much support from the community for this new development, “ 
he said.
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buildiNg SuSTAiNAblE ANd 
ENERgy EffiCiENT SoluTioNS
CSR is at the forefront of developing cost 
effective solutions for energy efficient 
building in residential and commercial 
construction.
oppoRtunitieS

highlightS

over the past year, CSR has reinvested in its innovation centre to 
target sustainable and lightweight building solutions for the future.

one of the outcomes of this investment is the construction of the 
CSR house in western Sydney.

The house has been built to an 8 star 
energy efficient rating to provide a tangible 
experience for a range of stakeholders of 
how CSR products and systems can be 
used to provide greater energy efficiency 
in building.

The house itself represents an average sized 
Australian new home of around 250 square metres, including 
three to four bedrooms, three bathrooms, a double garage and 
open plan living & study area.

Houses with an 8 star rating typically require around 75% less 
heating and cooling energy than the average Australian home.*
* NatHERS Starbands climate zone 2b. Average Australian home based on CSR research.

Throughout the project, CSR has identified opportunities in the 
construction process such as inefficiencies in the design and 
specification process and how products and systems can come 
together more innovatively and efficiently.

The project also includes conducting energy ratings on the 
house design and specification across 23 different locations 
in Australia, which would account for around 80 per cent of all 
newly constructed houses. This will enable CSR to define regional 
specification options for 6, 7 and 8 star performance to ensure 
national relevance.

our objective is to use this knowledge to work with our customers 
to ensure houses of the future are more innovative and more 
energy efficient to build and also to run.

for further detail on the construction of the CSR house visit  
http://www.youtube.com/user/csrhouseproject

csr house 
specification 

8 star rating

viRidian launCheS SmaRtglaSS™

during the past year, viridian 
launched Smartglass™.

Smartglass™ is a range of 
affordable energy efficient 
glass that reflects heat to 
actively insulate houses. 
it can help homes achieve 
up to an extra star rating 
in energy efficiency when 
compared to ordinary glass.† 

it can also provide up to 
39 per cent better insulation 
than ordinary glass.̂

Smartglass™ includes a range of single glazed, toughenable 
low Emissivity products offering insulation, a choice of solar 
control with low reflectivity. A low emissivity coating reduces the 
amount of infrared energy (heat) that passes through the window.

The hard coat low emissivity that is used in Smartglass™ is applied 
to the glass while it is still semi-molten as it comes out of the 
furnace. it is a metallic coating that fuses to the glass permanently.

Smartglass™ has been selected for Australian climate conditions 
to assist in achieving lifting energy star ratings for home designs, 
whilst still capturing natural light and views.

viridian Smartglass™ was the product winner at the HiA 
greenSmart awards in 2011.

further details of Smartglass™ are available at http://www.
smartglass.com.au/

†   based on AccuRate v1.4.1 modelling in brisbane climate zone replacing 4mm clear float 
glass with 6mm Smartglass.

    Results will vary by location, orientation, materials and home design.
^  based on u-value comparison of 4mm clear float glass to 6mm Smartglass.
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buildiNg SuSTAiNAblE ANd ENERgy EffiCiENT SoluTioNS (CoNTiNuEd)

CSR’S poRtfolio taRgetS SuStainable building

CSR’s portfolio of building products targets sustainable and energy 
efficient solutions in residential and commercial construction. 
To find out more about how our individual businesses manage 
sustainability and develop energy efficient solutions, please visit 
each business online below for more information.

bRadfoRd’S eneRgy effiCient SolutionS

bradford is building on its long-held 
reputation in providing energy efficient 
solutions with the launch of bradford Solar.

bradford Solar provides a range 
of photovoltaic solar panels for 
residential applications.

further information about bradford 
Solar can be found at http://www.
bradfordsolar.com.au
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gloSSARy

AccuRate  Residential energy rating software

ASX  Australian Securities Exchange

CgC  Corporate governance Council

bricks and Roofing   bricks and Roofing – includes CSR’s building product brands – pgHTm bricks and pavers monierTm and 
WunderlichTm rooftiles

Carbon dioxide equivalent (Co2-e)   unit for comparing the radiative forcing of a greenhouse gas to carbon dioxide. it is calculated using the 
mass of a given greenhouse gas multiplied by its global warming potential

CSiRo  Commonwealth Scientific and industrial Research organisation

ESAp  Employee Share Acquisition plan

fTE  full Time Equivalent

gAf  gove Aluminium finance

gRi  global Reporting initiative – guidelines for sustainability reporting

iSo 9000   international organisation for Standardisation. iSo 9000 family of standards that address quality 
management systems

iSo 14001   international organisation for Standardisation. Standard which outlines Environment management 
Systems requirements with guidance for use

lightweight Systems   lightweight Systems’ – includes CSR’s building product brands – bradfordTm insulation, Hebel® panels, 
EdmondsTm ventilation, gyprockTm plasterboard, CemintelTm fibre cement

lTi  long Term incentive

lTifR  lost Time injury frequency Rate – per million hours worked

NatHERS  The Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme

NgER  National greenhouse and Energy Reporting scheme

SH&E  Safety, Health and Environment

STi  Short Term incentive

united Nations global Compact   A strategic policy initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning their operations and strategies 
with ten universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-
corruption

viridianTm  viridian glass business

WHSE  Workplace Health & Safety and Environment

uSop  universal Share ownership plan

TRifR  Total Recordable injury frequency Rate – per million hours worked
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visit the CSR website for the 2011 Sustainability Report
www.csr.com.au/sustainability2011

CSR limited
Triniti 3
39 delhi Road
North Ryde NSW 2113 Australia
locked bag 1345, North Ryde bC
NSW 1670

Telephone      (02) 9235 8000
international +61 2 9235 8000
facsimile        (02) 8362 9013
international +61 2 8362 9013
E-mail investorrelations@csr.com.au

www.csr.com.au

CoNTACT uS
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